AGENDA

ACI Subcommittee 228-B – Visual Inspection
Washington Hilton, Washington, DC – MONROE Room
Sunday, October 26, 2014, 1:00-3:00 pm

1. Call to order

2. Introductions

3. Apologies for absence

4. Approval of minutes from Spring 2014 convention.

5. Current 228-B Goal - Revise ACI 201.1R “Guide for Conducting a Visual Inspection of Concrete in Service” as ACI 228.3R.

6. Literature review – Jon Poole and Robin Tuchscherer

7. Chapter outline – update and possible approval – Eric Giannini, Ethan Dodge, and Nathan Rende

8. Photo database

9. Selection of chapter leads

10. Short-term goals: photo database; draft chapters and incorporate literature review

11. Next meeting – Sunday, April 12, 2015 (Kansas City, MO)

12. Adjournment
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